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Introduction of leadership:

�

�

�

�

Everyone want to be great leader.
We can found number of followers  to
follow but get good leader little
complicate.
That’s why it’s very important for any
person to become leader.
If you are leader then many person will
follow you and you can touch your height.
 
 



Definition:



�

In simple terms leadership is,
  “A leader is one who  influence or

leads other.
As updated terms leadership is,

                                                           “Leadership is
an influence of personal power that creates
progressively advancing  community  towards

     common purpose.”
 
 



Explanation of definition:

work had be done
by influence not by
restrain



Explanation of definition:

It’s about personal
power not about
positional power



Explanation of definition:

-Ever increasing
-Ever growing
-Ever expanding
-Ever improving

Creates
progressively
advancing
community



About Leader:

�

�

Leader is not who creates leader
Leader is one who can create the
leader of leading leaders.



Quality of good leader:

�

�

�

�

�

�

Lead by example
Enthusiastic
Ambitious
Determined
Encourage other
Ready to learn and teach
 
 



Lead by example:

�

�

Present his own not example derived from any
tale or story.
If I haven't experience  in particular field and I
become leader. Some people starting following
me but may be I could not lead and guide
properly because I haven’t  experience in this
particular field .



Example:



Enthusiastic:

�

�

�

You have heard that the bigger work is also
easily done by excitement.
If leader is exited then his team is also exited
and they work with excitement and can easily
moved on and achieve them goal.
If leader is not exited then his team is not too
exited. That kind of leader and team never
achieved them goal.



Example:



Ambitious:

�

�

�

Leader should be ambitious to
achieve goal.
A good leader should always  have
desire to get something.
If leader it ambitious then it’s reflect
on team his team and whole team
can grow.



Example:



Determined:

�

�

If leader is not determined then then his whole
them was confuse and that team and leader
does not achieve them goal.
A leader has make to his own goal and whole
team follows that leader and they achieved
them goal. And then he called good leader



Encourage other:

�

�

A good leader will have to keep his
team full of passion and exited
because of passion and excitement
make easy any hard work.
Because the team member achieve
his goal then leader’s goal achieved
automatically.
 



Ready to learn and teach;

�

�

�

�

These quality inside the leader converts into
great leader.
Good leader must know that change is rule of
nature.
Its important to learn new things with change
of time and create new idea.
That’s why good leader eager


